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   M.A. POLITICAL SCIENCE

    SEMESTER - IV - PAPER - V

  FOREIGN POLICY OF INDIA

Time: Three hours     Maximum: 70 marks

Answer  ALL Questions    (4 x 15 = 60)
1. (a) Write an essay on evolution of India’s Foreign Policy.


Or

 (b) Elucidate the ‘geography’ as an important determinant of India’s Foreign policy.



2.  (a) What are the basic principles of India’s Foreign Policy?


Or
(b)  What are the objectives and goals of Foreign policy?



3. (a) the India - Nepal border has changed from an ‘Open-border’ to a ‘Closed boarder’.
Explain the reasons.



Or
(b) Write an essay on the problems of cross border terrorism between India and

Pakistan


4. (a) How does Bangladesh’s political situation object India?


Or
(b) Discuss the impact of Tamil issue on Indo-Sri Lanka relations.



5. Answer any TWO of the following: (2 × 5 = 10)


(a) Non-alignment (b) Panch sheel
 

(c) Indo-Pak trade (d) First World War.?
  


